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RUGBY CLEANS UP:
Men's Rugby beat
Michigan 130-12 last
weekend, making the
team 12-1; PAGE 6

RAIN
HIGH: 64 | LOW: 48

independent student press

SOLDIERS WANTED
U.S. MILITARY STRUGGLES TO RECRUIT TODAYS YOUTH
By imyJoL Brown
swusmx

"I love my country," said
Kenny Marten, a local Vietnam
War veteran, as he sat on his
back porch. "I'm proud of it, and
I'm proud to have fought for it."
He paused and stared hard into
space. "I'd go back. I wouldn't
want to, but I'd do it."
Less than a century ago, men
joined the nation's armed forces
to fight for their country in wars
that took millions of lives. Dying
was a worthwhile risk if it was
done to protect the country and
its values.
Today, a different story is
being told through the nation's
recruiting numbers. liach year,
the military strains a little more
to meet its needed number of
new recruits. Men and women
no longer seem willing to sacrifice for their country.
More than 200,000 people are
needed each year for active duty
in the armed forces, and at least
150,000 are needed
for
the

"Challenges in recruiting and retaining
quality people have led to some readiness concerns in downward trends."

entered the winning essays got
to jump out of helicopters, fly in
a F-15 aircraft or serve on pan of
a naval carrier crew. The
American Forces Information
Service reported that the DOD
paid $250,000 to advertise the
Yahoo! military fantasy jobs.
Getting information about the
military across to the general
public is one of the crucial
aspects of the recruiting process.
"The last few years have been
Hilda tough for recruiting, yes,"
said John Bleiler, the local Army
ROTC recniiter. "I think we need
to ask ourselves are we giving the
right message? Do people know
what we have to offer? Do students on this campus know who
we are? I tliink the answer is no."

By J. Michael Bestul
PAGE THREE EDITOR

Amylo L. Brown. Mike lehmkuhk) BG News

AMERICAN WARRIORS: Above, two soldiers from the Korean
War time period pose for the camera. Below, Vietnam veteran
Kenny Marten shows off his designer motorcycle.

ence major. "I want to get
through college, start a family. 1
don't want to halt things."
According to the DOD's annu-

al report, the prosperous economy as well as the tendancy of
RECRUITMENT PAGE 2

College Democrats and Republicans gather for debates
By Brian Enttknan
STAFF WRITER

Last night, George Bush Jr.
and Al Gore squared off in the
first televised debate of the
upcoming presidential election.
BGSU students showed their
support as the College
Republicans and the College
Democrats held informal meetings to show support for their
candidate of choice.
At times, both groups seemed
to be watching a boxing match.
Listeners laugned, booed, snickered, jeered and applauded both
politicians.
In what polls are calling a
close election, many students
seemed to feel the same way.
Democratic county commisioner and former BG mayor
Arvin Perkins said, "We're going
to find out who's in charge
tonight, I think that Gore has a
pretty good chance in
Northwest Ohio."
Nick Froslear, junior business
management
major and
President of the college
Democrats, watched the debate

Brian Emttiun BG News

Brian FjifttaunBG News

PIZZA AND POLITICS: Members of the College Republicans
gather at Myles' Pizza to watch the presidential debate.

COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNING: College Democrats and Bowling
Green residents stuff envelopes and watch the debate.

and feels the race is going to be
close.
"I can't emphasize enough
the importance of people getting out to vote and make a difference," Froslear said. "It's a
close race this year on all levels,
and one vore really could make a
difference."

action for the country."
College Democrats held their
meeting at the Democratic
Headquarters in downtown
Bowling Green. University students, high school students and
local residents watched the
debate while they ate pizza and
doughnuts. They also organized
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Andrew Mizsak, junior political science major and vice-president of the College Democrats
agreed.
"This is the most important
election in 40 years," he said.
"America is so divided right now,
that a small number of voters
could determine the course of

Political
debates
solidify
platforms
POLITICAL

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Selective Reserve, according to
the Department of Defense
(DOD).
"Challenges in recruiting and
retaining quality peoplc.have
led to some readiness concerns
and downward trends," the
DOD reported.
During 1999, the Army fell
short of its recniiting mission by
alxwt 6.300 persons. The Air
l-orce didn't make its goal either.
It needed another 1,700 recruits
Other branches of the military,
such as the Navy and the Marine
Corps, made their goals; however, it cost them more money and
effort than it ever had in the past,
according to the DOD
All branches barely made this
year's
recruiting
quotas,
although they did do IxMtcr than
last year. For example, the Army
reached its mission of 80,000
soldiers Sept. 28—two days
before fiscal year 2000 ended
Budget reports are not available yet to compare the costs of
recruiting however, all branches
did engage in heavy advertising and incentives. In addition to increasing offerings of college money,
the DOD held a
Military Fantasy )ob
contest this past sum■^^ met through the
search
engine
website Yahoo!
Those
who
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letters to be sent to eligible voters in the Wood County area.
More than 30 College
Republicans showed up at a
packed Myles' Pizza Pub to eat
pizza, drink beer, and watch the
DEBATES PAGE 2

During last night's presidential
debates, mediator Jim Lehrer
asked many questions. But one
question he repeated throughout
the night was the one going
through most Americans' heads.
What is the difference?
As the candidates expounded
upon their policies, Lehrer made
sure to wrap up each round of
questions by having the candidates compare their stances. Both
George W. Bush and Al Gore
made concerted efforts to differentiate themself from the other.
The format involved Lehrer
asking a candidate a question.
The candidate then had two minutes to answer. The opponent
then had one minute to give a
rebuttal. Debates over the same
question were not supposed to go
over three-and-a-half minutes, -£
but frequently did so.
The candidates wasted no time
in presenting their policies. Gore
called for wise investment of tax
dollars in government programs,
instead of squandering the budget surplus. Bush replied with a
plan meant to empower the taxpayers.
The debate heated up when
Gore started using facts and
examples of how his plan would
work, while Bush's would help the
wealthiest one percent. As the
topic went back and forth, Gore
seemed to know Bush's plan better than Bush did. The Governor
responded by charging Gore with
using phony numbers to support
his claims.
The focus temporarily shifted
to each candidate demonstrating
leadership abilities. Both candidates expounded upon their
bipartisan work, Bush in Texas
and Gore in Congress.
However, both candidates
wanted to return to their policies.
Again, the vice president seemed
to know Bush's policies better
than his opponent. A flustered
Bush chastised Gore for using
"fuzzy math," making a remark
about Gore inventing the calculator.
Lehrer directed the next round
of questions to current issues,
namely the oil crisis and the new
abortion pill. The candidates had
similar responses to the oil crisis,
except that Gore was more concerned about the future, while
Bush's policies favored consumers.
The abortion pill response led
into a difficult topic, that of
Supreme Court Justice appointments. Gore pointed out that the
next president might be in line to
nominate three to four new
judges. Bush wanted more constructionist judges, while Gore
envisioned the Constitution as a
document open to interpretation.
From there, the debate looked
at foreign policy and the military.
Both candidates had similar reactions to the events in Serbia Bush
called for a rebuilding of the
American armed forces, one with
a higher morale and better training. Gore responded by saying
that America has the strongest
army in history, and he would
keep it that way.
From there, the debate began
to get repetitious. Both candidates brought up their qualificaPUHF0RMSPAGE2
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Military struggles to recruit youth
young people to continue on to
colleges or universities are part of
what is making recruiting for the
military services so difficult
"Most young men and women
see postsecondary education as
the key to prosperity and job security in America," according to a
survey done by the DOD.
Of the 10,000 people interviewed, military lifestyle was the
number one reason people in
their late teens and early twenties
said they wouldn't join the armed
forces.
That was one of the reasons
Kyren Thompson, a sophomore
international business major,
cited for her decision not to join.
"I thought about it, but I decided against it because I'm not interested in discipline in my life," she
said. "I don't want someone
yelling at me or the strictness [of
themilitaryl."
Others were afraid they couldn't
emotionally handle the life of a
soldier.
"When it comes down to it, 1
probably wouldn't (join) because
of fear," said Rachel Nusbaum, a
junior dance and graphic design
major. "With everything happening today, it seems more likely
now that we'd l>e involved in a crisis."
Kiglit percent of the men interviewed and 16 percent of the
women mentioned family obligations as a reason why they didn't
join the military. That was a popular reason among University students
I don't want to go away from
my family." said Matthew
Schweinfergh, a freshman marketing and sales major.
Others had family members
talk them out of it.
"My mother said no," said
Tamika lohnson, a senior IPC
major. "I never thought about it
again."
Those that were interviewed by
the DOD who did plan on joining
the millary did so mostly to fund
their education needs. Thirtythree percent of men and 39 percent of women identified money

for college as a reason for joining.
None of the University students
questioned on campus had chosen to join.

Patriotism refined
Thanks to war movies, the word
"patriotism" might spark images
of men in fatigues carrying
machine guns. A "patriot" as
defined by Wfcbster's third international dictionary is "a soldier who
fights for love of nis country." Does
that mean college-age people
who won't join the military and
defend their country aren't patriotic? Is this trend something the
nation should worry about?
Not necessarily. The dictionary
also defines a "patriot" as one who
has a great love of his country.
Students varied on the interpretation of patriot and patriotism,
though. Many believed they
weren't patriotic enough.
"I think patriotism would imply
a certain degree of actual participation in your country's future,"
said lensen, the student who didn't have a future in the military. "I
for one vote. On the other hand, I
don't feel particularly loyal to the
government. I think there's a big
difference between being loyal to
the government and patriotism."
Local recruiter lileiler said a lot
of people still felt the patriotic call
to join the service when he joined
the Army ROTC in 1984.
"You also had a lot of people in
college who did things like join the
Peace Corps," he said. "Patriotism
is a sense of owing something
back to the community, whether
it's community service or as a
part-time volunteer for law
enforcement or serving as an aid
in school. The military is just one
part of it."
Others thought they had to
agree with the government the
majority of the time in order to be
considered patriotic.
"You have to support everything 100 percent and I don't support everything 100 percent," said
Tamika lohnson, senior IPC
major. "Well, maybe you only

have to support 80 to 100 percent."
Those who had served during a
war or those who had family
members who served seemed to
have a stronger definition of patriotism and confidence that they
were patriotic
Denise Freeman, an administravirve secretary in the cooperative education and internship
office, said her father, who was a
Work! War II veteran, greatly influenced her feelings for her country.
"I am very patriotic," she said. "I
feel a great sense of pride for my
country."
Ray Baker, a local Korean War
veteran, doesn't think serving in
the military is the only way to be
patriotic, but he docs think the
definition of patriotism has
changed from when he was
young
"They (the younger generations! don't have the patriotism
that we grew up with," he said.
"When we had a ball game or
something like that, and they
played the National Anthem,
everybody froze. You could have
heard a pin drop. We were disciplined a lot more than today."
The meaning of patriotism has
changed over the generations.
What is often forgotten is thai
those who fought in wars and
defended this country might
never have considered joining the
army if this country had never
been threatened.
"If there had been no war, I'd
have probably been home,
increasing our dairy herd and just
have been a farmer," said Doug
Wegman, a World War II veteran
who enlisted in 1945.
The sense of emergency and
fear of losing the war might have
been one of the forces behind the
number of men who enlisted or
drafted willingly into the service.
Today, there are no wars to be
fought The armed forces operations are mostly peacekeeping or
police actions. The likelihood of a
soldier being sent abroad to serve
and protect another country is a
good bet. It might also encourage

a belief among citizens that the
military's operations don't directly
affect them.
"Today, we maintain a pretty
big force with a lot of responsibilities," said Bleiler.'We're the
remaining superpower. The rest of
the worid looks to the U.S. and
says 'Hey, we want you to take care
of us.'"
With all the opportunities and
incentives for travel and money
that the current economy provides, joining the service just
doesnt sound that attractive to
many young people. However,
many of those interviewed did say
an attack or war that threatened
the country's soverignty would
cause them to either enlist or go
along with a draft.

College Democrats and College
Republicans gather for debates

debate.
Ohio students for Bush, said that
Susan Waidner, junior public Bush did a good job.
relations major and president of
"Bush is doing what he does
the College Republicans, was best; he's speaking plainly and
happy to see students interested appealing to the American peoin the debate.
ple," Weaver said.
"These are concerned stuWeaver added, "I'm overdents that really want to see a whelmed by the Bush turnout
change
from
the
usual tonight. If this is the future of our
Clinton/Gore to George W Bush country, I feel safe."
and have him bring hope for our
Weaver's father and membor
future," she said.
of the Republican party, Oakley
Gregg Pitts, sophomore politi- Weaver, said, "I'm just glad to see
cal science major, said that he this many people who are intercame out to watch the debate ested because whether they
and show support for George W know it or not, this stuff is very
Bush.
important."
" I think the Governor is doing a
Students still have until Oct. 10
real good job tonight," said Pitts,
"He came out and challenged the to register to vote. They can do so
vice-president and showed the by going to either the
Defense not a priority American people that he can win Democratic or Republican headquarters in downtown Bowling
Building up the nation's armed the debate."
forces in both equipment and
Kurt Weaver, senior political Green on East Main Street.
recruits does not top the list of science major and director of
national concerns among students. Many of them said they feel
comfortable and safe and don't
see a need to increase the size of
the armed forces, whether by people or by budget.
"I don't think anybody is going
to threaten to attack us," said
Brian Verch. a senior broadcast lions and their policies, reverting given two minutes for closing
to their buzzwords Gore harped words Bush re-iterated his polijournalism major. "It would be
on a Medicare "lockbox." while
hard to upgrade it (the military) Bush kept getting flustered by cies and the need for change,
though in the manner of a
and justify it with all the other Gore's "fuzzy math."
canned speech. Gore's closing
areas that need funding"
Near the end, Gore played a statements better reflected the
"If we bump our military up, risky card, bringing up the tone of the debates and appeared
who are we going to use it McCain-Feingold
campaign more natural.
against?" said lensen, who earlier finance reform bill. He said that it
Overall, the candidates had
claimed he was patriotic, but not would be the first piece of legisla- much in common, though Gore
loyal to the government "1 think tion introduced if he were presi- appeared more rehearsed.
the military takes a backseat to dent. Bush's response was to
The debates ended with the
economic issues I don't anticipate bring up people's trust in govern- candidates shaking hands, and
whatever they do with the military ment, and how he would return Lehrer reminding viewers of the
affecting me in my day to day life. it.
next presidential debate, taking
But economic issues, j will notice
The candidates were then place on Oct. 10.
when I get my paychecks."
Others are just more concerned
about health care, education and
communication, it's our goal.
equality.
"I'm more about education,"
help us achieve It by letting us knew what
said Tanya Thompson, a sophoyou think.
more education major "I haven't
wwwJignews.com
thought about defense really at all.
It's important, but it's not one of
my main issues."

Political debates solidify
platforms for candidates
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UAO Movie of the Week
Now Showing

GLADIATOR
111 Olscamp
9:15 P.M. Wednesday
Co-Sponsored By:
Earn and Lcam
for $23,000
Visit with a UPS
Representative
before or after the
show.
419-691-6620
www.ups jobs.com

Get involved with
Nightlife programming. Visit 210
South Hall or Call
372-2466 for
details!
www.geocities.com/BGUA0

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush if]
Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge. Where
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career. Apply\today at the Army ROTC department, with no
obligation. Before that voice tells you to take a vacation.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
BGSU ARMY ROTC
FOR MORE INFO.CALL 372-2476

OIU-CAMPUS TOMORROW
Olscamp Lobby 11-5
Speak with a UPS representative.
£AKA/ AA/O t£A#A/
Hf/TW

t/PS

CALL 4i9-89f-6820
r WWU/.UPSJOBS.COM

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
Weekends & Holidays off
i ■ i
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CROSSWORD

LAWNJART
ATIACK:
The offices of the BG
News came under attack
yesterday when hundreds of illegal steeltipped lawn jarts fell
from the sky
Death tolls are uncertain, as nobody was
available for comment.

www.btnews.com/pa2e3

Looks good on you.
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ACROSS
1 Flutter's
inttunieoi
6 S«m neutral
II Short enoow
M Ftae?* over
15 Poor
16 BiMng add-on
1/ Tendency to
break
19 Senomemai
driver
?0 Beer-market
word
21 Cheyty
22 Senator Lon
24 Bewildered
76 Keanu or Dan
27 Rouen's over
30 Bodes' males
32 Greeting muai&
34 Firel-rate
38 lOlhmo
39X
40 Board-game
cube
42 Fisneggs
43 Horse airesie*?
45 A reakstic goal
48 'Sttwood- star
50 Mafecious bummg
7
51 Loos and Louse
6
54 Regreong
9
56 The king ol
10
France
11
57 Emcee
12
58 Hindu rjsoplme
13
62 Wondermeni
18
23
83-Wghty
Aphrodite'co25
26
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KRISTALYN
SHEFVELAND
Counterculture
I didn't think it was necessary to
have another installment
But then I went out on a
Thursday and witnessed the horror.
1 put if off for two weekends
before 1 saw a grown man in full
'80s regalia and almost choked on
my Milan's
That said, my dear co-conspiring agents (Kendra Moore and
' Heather Heban) have agreed to an
expose of the obviously neverending fashion emergencies of
the BG scene.
According to Matthew Lillard in
Hackers, "Spandcx. It's a privilege,
not a right." The same should go
for vinyl, especially multiple
pieces of vinyl lyposuctioned onto
bodies at the local bar.
Sometimes, I wonder if you even
own a mirror.
Then I realized I looked like I
had rummaged through Arnold
Palmer's closet and I shut up.
However that was 2 a.m., the bars
were closing and I had already
witnessed some of the most
hideous fashion concoctions of
this century. Aside from seeing my
friend Sean in the reflector pants,
AGAIN.
Regardless. I present to you the
collaborative effort of two weekends out and about with Kristalyn
(Agent Azul), Kendra (Agent
Pantalonesl and Heather (Agent
Zapatas):
ACENT: RlNBIUJMi

The Petting Zoo
Do I want to look at you or
bring my 6-year-old neighbor
here to pet you and feed you
manure nuts? People, this is not a
petting zoo.
Athletes
You may be athletic, okay.
Perhaps you just came from the
Rec, fine. But why do you think it
is okay to wear sports bras all day
long? By the way. no spandex
allowed in the classrooms. I can't
concentrate as it is. Sidenote:
those signs are in the weight
rooms at the Rec for a reason.
Who Put the "O" in Orange
I realize that BG's colors are
orange and brown. I know that
freshmen are excited about their
new school. However, it is not, I
repeat not. okay to wear all orange
all the time. Mix it up, people!

Leather vs. Pleather
Can you tell the difference? I
can. And guess what, so can
everyone else. However, I do
advocate the saving of various
livestock and barnyard animals.
Save a life, wear pleather— just
make sure it's not the bargainbasement kind.
Ai.l \l: Vlll
Michael Jackson

All things considered, the 80s
were a low time for fashion— the
gloved one included. Mimicking
this haphazard statement not
only makes you subject to giggles
and whispers but utter pity. Please
don't be this person. It's just so
sad.
Ghetto Superstar
I have to admit that when I first
saw the purple wig, cowboy hat,
knee-high boots and suit jacket, I
thought "Now what the hell is
this?!?!'' Then I saw who it was and
I realized her personality made it
work This is one of the few exceptions to what could be construed
as bad fashion: a dynamic attitude.
Oh Hunny...
Ever see a completely adorable
outfit aside from one major detail?
Perfect example: cream skirt,
black tights. Legwear and
footwear are just as crucial as the
outfit itself. Hey, I fall prey to this
too, 'specially when it comes to
parting with my flip-flops.
Form vs. Function
Structure, Gap, Abercrombie,
etc They are NOT the only store
available to men. You do not have
to mimic the displays, lust wanted
to let you know.
SLCPunk
An otherwise forgettable movie
that offers one tidbit of sage

■ir

advice. By dressing to a non-conformist code aren't you then conforming? Last time I checked,
Gadzooks!, Pacific Sunwear and
Hot Topic were pretty mainstream
considering they're in the mall
and everything.

67 Lena or Manryn
68 Camera ready
proof
69 Vein to ntne
70 Directory
71 Pompous fools

Switching from an urban cowpoke to a smooth well-cut cutie
isn't complete until you lose the
accent and chauvinistic attitude.
Oh, speaking of accents, fake ones
are worse than bad pleather. Only
the real deal should be displayed.
Blinding Melon
This isn't too much of a problem yet since the sun is still available but I foresee a comeback of
the hideous orange. Nobody likes
getting pasty in the cooler months
but can I make a suggestion? Go
outside, go for a run, tan only
once a week... do anything but
look like George Hamilton.

Lay off the Crack
There is nothing more unattractive than men with belt deficiencies. This crack addiction can
be seen two ways. First, by those
poor unfortunate souls that accidentally show their homage to
plumbers. Second, those guys
that seem to enjoy belting their
pants at their knees. As 1 walk
behind them 1 fear the moment
their T-shirt moves to expose
those tightywhiteys.
In the end. fashion is all about
personal expression and I guess
we can handle it That is. if you
really enjoy looking like you're
afraid the mirror might steal your
soul if you took one peek lust
remember, originality always
scores points, fit is a good thing
and attitude can pull off almost
anything

TV CELEBRITY

"Wealthiest 1%"
"Fuzzy Math"
"In Texas..."
"Prosperity"
"Mediscare," "Scare"
"Campaign Finance"
"New Leader"
"Work with both parties"

Bush

Gore

2

22
1
0

Lost count

13
3
6
1
93
38

.

452

0
15
0
26
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Hamlet's home
Majors and Grant
Hams and Asner
Method
Israeli desert
•Home "
Scenarios
_ Veges
Remainder

Exam
Perez o4 "White
Men Canl Jump'
Display
Apiece
Absorbed by
Drama by
Sophocles
Pays hoed

WOO

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-born
for the answer to 51 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, temporarily located
on this very page.

35 Globes
36 Raloh Lauren's
company
37 Observed
41 Wnler Hunler
44 Concerning
46 Leading lady
47 Fancy socVs
49 Chinese

dKophne
51 CixMn'a
Waterloo
52 More recent
53 Goodmghi g>n of
song
ii Native of surf
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57 Rigorous
59 Sorry bout thatl
60 Piercewttra
horn
61 Book after Joel
G4 Actor Chancy
65 Bikini lop
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Youngstown 67 /4»
1 AUnetleld 73/53 | •
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O 2000 AccuWeather. Inc

Sumy PI Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-siorms

Ran

Fkimes

Snow

THREE-DAY FORECAST

7 believe in looking
reality straight in the
eye and denying it."

Saturday

Thursday

Friday

•

•

Rain

Rain

Snow

High: 59"
Low: 46*

High: 54'
Low: 48'

High:41"
low. 32"

ANSWERS
The Coalition for Crossword
Answers is a non-partisan
organization working to get you
answers.

GARRISON KEILLOR
AUTHOR,
BROADCASTER,
MINNESOTAN

Donations can be made care of
Page 3, 210 West Hall, BGSU.
Thank you
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Health Olary
(In Stereol t
BBC World
News
SIrnpiont (K
Stereo) I
Simpsons I
Slereo) Z

VISIT Till

CBS Evening Wheel of
Jeopardy1 tr
New 31
Fortune I
ABC World
'Enlerlainme
Mollywooa
News Tonight Tonight v,
Squares "
NBC N.ghHy
Drew Carey; r< Frasier "My
Ne»s "
Stereol I
Fan Fiaiei JT.
Business Rpt Ncwshour With Jim Lehror It
Newshour With Jim Lehrer S.
Seinfeld »>•
LiOraiy I
Fuenfls
Stereo) 1

ESP5"
Spin City lin
Stereo) i
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Pronunciation:
'par»td«z8n, »s9n
Function: noun
Etymology: Latin part-,
pars, part
Date-. 1555
1: a firm adherent to a
party, faction, cause or person; especially: one exhibiting blind, prejudiced and
unreasoning allegiance;
2a: a member of a body of
detached light troops making forays and harassing
an enemy; b: a member of
a guerrilla band operating
within enemy lines;
3: all Washington politics.
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Say hello to the newest
star, Slobodan Milosevic.
He's starring in the new
sitcom, "Can't Let Go,"
where he plays a powerhungry despot.
Audiences love him!
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SAY WHAT?
In last night's presidential debate, George W. Bush and Al Gore
quite enjoyed using their "clever" new phrases. Just how often did
they say these mind-numbing words? (All numbers approximate.)
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CAR FINALLY RETURNED UNDER DWI LAW
NEW YORK (AP) — The first car confiscated under the
city's much-publicized, zero-tolerance policy on drunken driving has been returned to its owner — eight
months after charges were dropped. Under the antiurunken driving policy, even if a suspect was ccquitted
of criminal charges, the driver still must go to civil court
to get the car back.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

little

The debate accom
Last night's presidential debate
was futile. Neither Gore nor Bush
was able to give strong positions
on most of the key issues. Both
candidates seemed reluctant to
stand firm on any issue that may
cost them any votes.
Instead, both candidates
argued key points with vague
standings, making viewers question their positions, which
seemed to sway by the minute.
Questions that would split the
vote were answered as vaguely as
possible. The candidates were
also very quick to divert attention

away from the question in favor
of interjecting commentaries
ultimately making the debates
their own personal soap boxes.
The candidates' negativity
toward each other is also distracting. Gore set the pattern for
the debate by refusing to answer
the first question. The bantering
continued, and shortly after the
beginning of the debate both
candidates were obviously flustered. This escalated to a strange
form of personal attack hidden
under the formality of the
evening. For example, Gore con-

YOU DECIDE
What did you think about
the presidential debate? Let
us know what you think at
bgnews@listprocbgsu.edu

slant Iv looked away and gave sly
smiles while Bush was addressing an issue. Bush huffed and
snorted when Gore was
addressed.
The validity of the points made
by both candidates were also
debatable. Both Gore and Bush

directly contradicted themselves
numerous times during the
debate and switched their views
to receive a more favored reaction from viewers. They were also
unable to back up most of their
proclamations.
The reality is that most people
seem to not care enough about
the presidential race even to tune
in. The amount of voter apathy
seems to be rising. Voters within
the ages of 18 to 24 are voting at a
record low, and most do not even
know the major issues of this
years debates, not that they

Do PC policies hurt education? PEOPLE
Here's a bit of information that
I'm sure most of the students and
citizens of Bowling Green were
unaware of Richard Zeller, a
teacher in the sociology department for 25 years, has retired in
protest because his department
and his colleagues in other
departments would not allow
hi' i to teach classes on political
cunectness and how to think
critically about it. The class he
wanted to teach would include a
reading list with books such as
"Two Steps Ahead of the Thought
Police" and A Nation of Victims
and Civil Wrongs: What Went
Wrong With Affirmative Action."
Now I would think that
Bowling Green State University,
wliich prides itself on promoting
free thinkers and open-mindedness to issues such as this, would
openly praise one of its own
teachers for coming up with such
a great idea. However, as shown
by the reports of national news
sources. I am very wrong. Instead
we lose an experienced teacher
who seems to like a critical mind
and replace him with what will
probably turn out to be a puppet
of the university and the department.
Now. if this wasn't bad enough,
a statement was made by
Kathleen Dixon. director of the
Women's Studies Department
here at BGSU. Dixon told
reporters "We forbid any course

MATTHEW
HIRT

Guest columnist
that says we restrict free speech."
Can this be for real?
Some of you have caught the
hypocrisy in this already. For
those of you who hav •n't. let me
explain it further. The simple
statement that Dixon plainly said
is, in itself, an attempt to restrict
free speech.
"We forbid any course that
says we restrict free speech." This
sounds like censorship to me.
Robert Zeller was merely trying
to give students here at BGSU a
chance to think about things that
are very prominent social issues
in our country at this time. Dixon
is opposed to this why? I can't say
for sure because she never elaborated on her statement, and if
she did, it wasn't reported.
However, I can speculate that it
is because Dixon thrives on
political correctness <uid
restricting criticism on her
department, the University, and
herself.
BGSU as well as many other
universities are trying to make
themselves out to be so diverse
and happy. All it takes is a quick
look at the school up in
Wisconsin last week who superimposed the image of a black
student among a lot of white

ti£B££t CBS Efxxttftcv
THE CM»UJIIO« oy PArsxoKrrr^nL.

students at a football game on
the cover of a fryer sent out to
prospective students. The problem with this was that the black
student had never been to a football game! It was quickly noticed
and the university was punished
and the student is possibly going
to sue. Political correctness Is not
all that It's cracked up to be.
My question to the faculty and
students of BGSU is simple. What
is more important, learning how
the real world is and getting a
good education, or being sheltered and hidden from the "evils"
of society and our teachers pretending they don't exist? I'm leaving it up to you to figure out the
answer to that question.
Matthew Hirt can be reached at
mhirt@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for wrification. All submissions may be edited for length
Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or arnetgcSHxjnelbgsu.eou
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column"
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ON THE STREET
Do you plan to watch
the presidential
debates? Why?

MATT ZEIGLER
SENIOR
MATH
"Probably not, cause I
have a test to study
for. Not exactly high
on my list of priorities."

JAMIE BRUMBAUGH
SENIOR
IPC
""No, 1 already know I
am going to vote for
Bush."

x/vsr&»», me. ^eixc turn. Be. =
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UP
JESSICA GOULD
SOPHOMORE
COMMUNICATIONS
"Yes, it will help me
decide who I want to
to vote for."

SYLVIA MCMAHON
SOPHOMbRE
EDUCATION
"No, 'cause I would
rather watch the Real
World."

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.

BGNE

Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419)372-6966
E-mail:

bgnews@>l istproc. bgsu edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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could be distinguished after last
night's political mess.
The political debates were
established to make the voter's
aware of the stances of the party
candidates. The very nature of
the debates means that the candidates can speak directly to the
voters and give uncensored,
uncut views of the issues that
they stand for
The intimate nature of the
debates is one of the only means
of the elections process that both
candidates are absolutely equal.
No personal affiliations or politi-

i al campaigning strategies can
effect the outcome of the debate.
The debates allow for the voters to see the candidates In.
action, how the candidates react
to direct fire and what the candidates believes in.
If voters care and take an
active position in the political
process, views can change. In the
past, a candidate's popularity has
risen or fallen drastically following a debate. This can have a
direct effect on who the people
vote for and ultimately, who the
next president will be.

What debate?
AT ISSUE What is the purpose of the presidential
debates?
Before going into the details of
last night's presidential debate, I
should mention who heads the
Commission on Presidential
Debates, which produces the
four debates that will occur in the
next month. It has two co-chairmen — Republican Frank
Fahrenkepf, Jr., and Democrat
Paul Kirk.
It's important to note this.
Some people have the impression that the CPD is non-partisan
group that's interested in giving
the public an opportunity to see
a debate between the candidates.
It is. in fact, a bi-partisan group
dedicated to giving the two
major-party candidates free airtime. It has corporate sponsors
(some of which are politely listed
at the bottom of its web page.
www.debates.org).
It would, of course, permit
third-party candidates .o join the
debate, provided they score 15
percent or more in the polls.
Fahrenkepf. the Republican.
said the issue is: "Does the candidate have a realistic chance of
being elected?"
The requirement for federal
campaign money is 5 percent in
the previous election. Jesse
Ventura, the governor of
Minnesota, had about 10 percent
support in the polls when he
went into his first debate in the
gubernatorial race. He did very
well in those debates, and he
won the election.
So one can reasonably say that
the CPD's standard prevents
viable candidates from appearing
in the debates. But everyone
knows this The point of the
CPD's policy is to prevent thirdparty candidates from challenging the Republican/Democratic
duopoly.
Fortunately, there are cnallenges to the commission. A constitutional law professor at
American University las sued the
CPD (on Ralph Nader's behalf),
saying it Is a violation of federal
campaign law. Essentially, the
lawsuit complains that the
debates allow direct corporate
contributions (from the "sponsors") to the presidential campaigns.
If one suspects both major parties are puppets of corporations,
then one wouldn't expect a real
debate. The most useful part of
last night's debate was to confirm
the suspicion that there's hardly a
difference between the major
parties. The first scuffle of the
debate, and apparently the focus
of both campaigns, was about
prescription drugs for oeniors.
For those of you who missed

JEFF
ARNETT
Opinion editor
the debate, here's a brief synopsis:

GORE: I propose a plan to
allow senior citizens to get prescriptions drugs
BUSH: So do I.
GORE: But your plan doesnt
do it as well as mine [Insert
vaguely misleading details).
BUSH: You're using fuzzy numbers [insert obviously misleading
attempts at details). Mine does it
better.
GORE: Not true!
BUSH: Yes it is'
GORE Uhn-uh!
And so on. There were some
other topics debated, most memorably where Gore seemed to
force Bush to say he wouldn't
necessarily make appointments
to overturn Roe v. Wade and ban
RU-486. the abortion drug.
For all the candidates' blather
about big differences between
each other, there really wasn't a
major difference, and presidents
shouldn't be elected over technical differences in their otherwiseidentical budgets.
These are candidates who are
fighting for the vote of the majority. They want to convince people
that they hold the majority opinion.
The effects of working as president will make each even more
like the other. It's the same thing
that happened to President.
Clinton when his health-care
plan was crushed in both
Congress and the court of public
opinion. He moved to the center.
The current presidential candi dates know better than Clinton.
It's unlikely that either would
even attempt to do something
that has the possibility of being
rejected by the public.
And this makes the lack of
third party candidates even more
annoying. Nader or Buchannan
would have prevented the debate
from being what it was, a narcissistic pissing match between
moderates
The columnist Joe Sobran has
asked why people seem to prefer
a submissive victor over a valiant
loser. Almost all articulate
defenders of Gore prefer Nader.
And nearly eveiy conservative
has one reason to vote for Bush
— that he might beat Gore.
There are better options.

Jeff Amett can be reached at
amettJSiignet.bgsu.edu.
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Indiana woman co-hosts with Regis
NEWYORK — Stacey Valant, a 35-year-old Indiana
woman who describes herself as a "sexy siren" on the
inside, did a stint Tuesday as guest co-host of "Live
With Regis." Valant was one of five women selected
from 10,000 entries to join Regis Philbin on the show
this week.

NATION

Missing pregnant woman found dead
ByMRKiopko

about cellular telephone calls she
made to the Andrews' home Sept
27. When police returned Monday
night, they heard what sounded
like a gunshot and Bica's husband,
Thomas, shouting her name. Her
body was found in an upstairs
bedroom.
Authorities say Bica took the
baby but declined to provide
details. Vigluicci said investigators
are trying to determine whether
she recently had a miscarriage.
Thomas Bica, 41, a corrections
officer for the Portage County
Sheriff's Department, was questioned and released Tuesday. He
met his wife in 1994 as she served
jail sentence for receiving stolen
property, Vigluicci said.
On the day she disappeared,
Theresa Andrews had paged her
husband, Ion, at work and said a
woman had called inquiring
about a 1999 lecp Wrangler they
were trying to sell.
Andrews, a sheet-metal worker,
told police that he called home at

ASSOCIATED PRESS

RAVENNA, Ohio — A pregnant
woman was found dead Tuesday,
her baby torn from her belly in a
crude Caesarean section, and the
woman suspected of stealing the
child killed herself as police
arrived to question her.
The 8-pound, 6-ounce baby
was found asleep in a crib in the
nursery of the suspect's home and
was in good condition at a hospital.
The body of Theresa Andrews,
23, who vanished a week before
her due date, was found buried in
the suspects dirt-floor garage. It
was unknown whether she was
alive when her baby was taken,
Coroner Roger Martial said.
The abdomen "was cut horizontally and that's the only way to
have gotten the baby out," Martial
said. An autopsy was planned.
Prosecutor Victor Vigluicci said
the baby probably was bom Sept.
27, the day Andrews disappeared.
The suspect, Michelle Bica. 39,
was questioned Monday by police

lunch to see how the potential
sale went but no one answered.
When he got home at 4:30 p.m.,
the house was open, the vehicle
gone and his wife missing. Police
found the vehicle about a block
away.
The two couples lived about
four blocks apart in this city of
about 12,000, 30 miles southeast
of Cleveland. Authorities said
there was no indication that the
women knew each other.
A similar case occurred 13 years
ago in Albuquerque, when a
woman faked a pregnancy, then
abducted and strangled Cindy
Ray, 23, who was 8 1/2 months
pregnant. Darci Pierce used a car
key to cut the baby from the
womb and tried to pass the child
off as her own. Pierce was found
guilty but mentally ill; the baby
was returned to Ray's husband.
In suburban Chicago in 1995, a
woman and two of her children
Associated Press Photo
were killed, and her unborn child
was slashed from her womb GUARD: Robinson Memorial Hospital security guard stands outside the hospital on Tuesday in Ravenna,
because another woman wanted Ohio. A pregnant woman was found dead Tuesday, her baby torn from her belly in a Caesarean section.
the baby. The infant boy survived. The woman suspected of stealing the child killed herself as police arrived to question her.

Seattle twins separated after 31 hours of surgery doing well
"They are two different people,"
Vancice Lincoln said Tuesday
after her daughters were separated during 31 hours of surgery at
Children's Hospital and Regional
Medical Center. "For us, it only
made sense. If it wasn't detrimental to their health, they should
The twins — each in her own

By Mia Panto
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SEATTLE — The parents of
Charity Mae and Kathleen
Lincoln chose to buy them separate beds, even though the 7month-old twins were joined
from breastbone to hip.

crib — were stable and in critical
condition Tuesday. Neither has
shown any significant complications, said Dr. Richard Moheni,
the hospital's medical director.
"We're very pleased with the
progress,"
said
Dr. John
Waldhausen, who led the 30-person team in the operation that
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began Saturday morning.
The girls were bom with three
legs. Each girl now has one leg,
and bone from the third was used
to reconstruct their hips.
Surgeons also divided a shared
liver and a shared bladder.
Each girl has a complete reproductive system, but they shared

lit

1340 Arrowhead Dr
OH 43537
(419) 887-1000

The twins have about an 85
percent chance of survival in the
first month after surgery, Molteni
said.
Lincoln and her husband, Greg,
said their three other children, a
6-year-old son and daughters
ages 3 and 9, are excited at the
prospect of seeing their sisters.
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part of the large intestine and face
additional intestinal surgery.
The Lincolns learned about the
twin's condition eight weeks into
the pregnancy. Conjoined twins
occur once in every 200,000 live
births, but about 75 percent are
stillborn or die within days after
birth. The phenomenon is three
times more likely to occur in girls.
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NFL: BROWNS RUNNING BACK ERRICT RHETT OUT FOR SEASON. PAGE 7

SPORTS
BRIEFING
Gatling no-show at camp
CLEVELAND—The ( .veland
Cavaliers have 11 new players on
their rosier, and 10 of them
showed up for training camp on
Wednesday.
No. 11 was a no-show.
Chris Catling, who has been
traded five times in the last 18
months, was not at Cund Arena
as the Cavs began two-a-day
practices in preparation for the
2000-01 season.
Gatling, a nine-year veteran,
was part of the Aug. 30 trade. The
deal sent Shawn Kemp from
Cleveland to the Portland Trail
Blazers and brought Gatling and
Clarence Weatherspoon to the
Cavs from Miami.

WEDNESDAY

Is Miller,
MNFgood
fit for the
viewers?
This past June broadcasters
around the world gasped as they
found out who the third member of the Monday Night
Football crew was going to be.
The decision made by ABC took
the sporting and entertainment
world by surprise. Al Michaels
and Dan Fouls next coworkf
would be the comedian Dei mis
Miller.
This raised a question in my
mind: In a field that is competitive to begin with, how fair is it
when famous people, like
Dennis Miller, land a job in
broadcasting even though they
have no experience in the field?
I am currently attending
Bowling Green State University
to learn how to properly speak
and write for television and
radio. Every year, I gain knowledge and little tidbits of information to better myself in the field
of broadcasting. What level of
significance will that hold when I
graduate in three years and a n
thrown into a cutthroat job market where entertainers and former athletes are sucking up all of
the jobs?
Some may disagree, but I
believe that journalism, and
broadcasting in particular, is one
of the most competitive industries overall.
The problem as I see it is with
Dennis Miller and what he represents. In today's television
industry there is one good idea
to every two clones. For every
"Friends" there is "Two Guys and
a Girl." for every "Survivor" there
is "Big Brother."
It is no different with the
entertainer Dennis Miller. Don't
be surprised should Miller succeed if the World Series in 2001 is
broadcasted by Bob Costas, Joe
Morgan and Gary Coleman. The
trend will have been set and the
sporting world will be infested
once again with people who
have no business sitting in the
broadcast booth.
Dennis r. 'iller is a funny guy
and has a & ;at comedy show on
HBO. His comedy routine
belongs on that show, not on
Monday Night Football. When
he tries to branch off and mix his
comedy with football, seven
times out of 10 he fails.
Togo along with that, I feel
like every time he cracks a joke I
need to reach for the nearest
encyclopedia or almanac
because his humor is so vague
and off base.
A great example of this
occurred during the Hall of
Fame Game in Canton. Ohio.
While talking about Canton he
referred to it as the Tigris and
Euphrates cf football. Give me a
break. I'm watching a football
game, not the freaking History
Channel.
I want him to say who he
thinks is going to win, to break
down plays, and to talk about
players who he interviewed and
their backgrounds; not to act like
a character from Saturday Night
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

RECORD: 5-5 overall, 3-2 in
After a disappointing 0-2 start
Mid-American Conference.
to their home schedule, the BG
women's soccer team will look
WRIGHT STATE: 6-5 overall,
to right things by going back on
two time defending Midthe road. The Falcons. 5-5 overContinent Tournament
all and 3-2 in the Mid-American
champs
Conference, will head to Dayton
MIAMI: 6-4 overall,
this evening to take on 6-5
MAC
Wright State in a non-conference game.
BG will have their hands full
BALL STATE: 4-6-2 overall.
with the Raiders, the two-time
0-4-1 MAC.
defending
Midwestern
Collegiate Conference tournament champions.
"They have a great coach in Ron
Wright State is led statistically Rainey, he is a very well-respectby sophomore Kristen Hanks, ed coach in the conference, and
who has four goals and two will have his team organized
assists for ten total points. Four and prepared to do battle
other Raiders have scored more against us."
than one goal this season. In the
The Brown
net,
junior
and
Orange
goalie Randi
"The next game,
players
are
Freeman has
ready to leave
Wright
61 saves anda
the past week1.75
goalsend behind and
against averget on with the
to beat them; I
age.
season.
Freshman
know we are. I just
"I think it was
goalie Ashley
unfortunate,
have
this
feeling
Beel doesn't
our losses this
mind
the
that we are."
weekend," said
challenge.
junior
Leslie
"The next
ASHLEY BEEL, GOALIE
Hepfinger. "But
game. Wright
I think...we're
State....we're
going to beat them: I know we really prepared for the games
(today) and this weekend. We
are. I just have this feeling that
have a really big weekend comwe are, "she said.
Over the weekend, the ing up and I think (today) will be
Falcons will get another shot for a really good preparation for it."
their first home wins, hosting
Richards looks upon the fact
Miami Friday and Ball State that people are concerned
Sunday. Miami is currently 6-4, about twii consecutive losses as
4-1 in the MAC, coming off the
a mark of how far his program
Ohio match, in which they the
Bobcats their first MAC loss has come.
"A lot of people have made a
Sunday in double overtime.
Ball State is currently 4-6-2 big deal about us losing two
overall. 0-4-1 in the MAC. The games, and I take that as a comCardinals' conference defeats pliment to our program." he
include Western Michigan, said. "Two losses last year was
Northern Illinois, Ohio, and perhaps the norm...but this
year, everyone sees two losses as
Marshall.
Falcon coach Andy Richards a big deal..of course we're disis not comforted by Ball State's appointed with two losses, but
there's a lot of programs that are
sub-.500 record.
"Ball State will be very, very in a lot worse position than we
tough to play against,'' he said. are."

Sta te...we 're goi: ig
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LEAPING: Senior defender Ashley Enser leaps over the out-of-bounds line, attempting lo save the ball.

Rugby wins 130-12
ByWesHolsinger
Gilt SI WRIT FT)

Less than 300 feet and four
weeks removed from the BG
football
loss
at
Michigan
Stadium, the Falcon rugbv team
wailed on the Wolverines in
revenge.
The Falcon ruggers defanged.
declawed and defeated the
Wolverines by a score of 130-12.
The match results demolished
a half dozen club and individual
records and just for good measure. BG also crushed Michigan
75-5
in
the
nightcap.

Unfortunately, the club suffered
its first loss of the year in
Cleveland when the Falcon
rookies were edged by Ohio
Northern 8-5 at the Green Gator
Tournament.
"Everything the backfield did
turned to gold," said BG coach
Roger Mazzarella. "Michigan's
forwards were competent and
they certainly weren't afraid to
tackle, but their backs were clueless when we ran anything out of
formation."
This was the second week in a
row that a team had played the
Falcons tough in the spring and

suffered a total collapse under
the weight of the BG offense.
Captain Reed Luecke credits the
time that BG spent in Wales as a
major reason for the club's current success.
"The Wi-lsh may have laid a
goose egg on us in our win column but we came out of that trip
in shape and with a better sense
of how to play big time rugby,"
Luecke said.
Rookie wing Kevin Mongold,
playing in just his second rugby
match ever, broke the record for
130-12, PAGE 7

Live.
Another aspect Miller needs to
work on is television appearance. Never before in my life
have 1 seen a broadcaster more
unprofessional in appearance.
The guy doesn't shave properPhoto Provided
IMF, PAGE 7

B0WLIMG GREEN SIATE UNIVERSITY

After dropping both matches lart weekend, the women's soccer team takes on Wright State today and Miami and Ball State this weekend
ByErikCassano

StaffWriter

-i

5-5 Falcons face 6-5 Raiders
SUM WRITER

RYAN
FOWLER

October 4,
2000

WIN: Wing Kevin Mongokl runs up the yardage on his way to one of his record setting seven tries.

Volleyball takes
1-75 north today
Hokum
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

It's a 100 percent guarantee.
When the Toledo volleyball
team ventures down south to
battle Bowling Green, they lose.
The Falcons are 20-0 against the
Rockets at Anderson Arena. But
when BG heads to Savage Hall
at Toledo, it's a different story.
BG still holds an 18-7 advantage against Toledo, but it
always seems to be a knockdown drag out fight between
the two teams. Tonight the battle comes to center stage as BC
faces the Rockets on the road at
7 p.m.
"It's always a very good match
at Toledo," BG coach Denise Van
De Walle said. "It's very intense.
We have our work cut out for us.
We must block the ball and play
good defense."
BG is 2-3 at Toledo in the last
five years, but have steadily
improved in the Glass City with
both of those wins coming in
the last two meetings. The
Rockets are 4-8 on the year with
tough five-game losses to
Eastern Division leader Ohio,
Kentucky and Boston College.
Their lone conference win came
against Marshall.
"I dont know if they are going
to be better." BG setter Natalie
Becker said. "They always play
up for us though. And we play

"It's always a very
good match at
Toledo. We have
our work cut out
for us. We must
block the ball and
play good defense."
DENISE VAN DE WALLE, COACH
up for them."
Here they go again.
It's becoming a repetitive
theme. For the fourth time In
the last five weeks, either BG
freshman Susie Norris or junior
Caty Rommeck was honored
with
a
Mid-American
Conference Player of the Week
award. Appropriately this week,
it was both of them.
Rommeck picked up the
Offensive Player of the Week
award for the first time this season after posting a career best
weekend. She has already won
the MAC Defensive Player of the
Week award twice this year.
The Falcons middle-hitter for
BG averaged an enormous six
kills a game wliile averaging a
.416 hitting percentage. She had
a career high 29 kills against
Kent State last Friday. The fol
lowing night she smacked 20

TOLEDO, PAGE 7
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Rhett out for season
By fan Withers
At SPORIS WRITER

CLEVELAND - Running back
Errict Rhett, Cleveland's leading

Tim Couch over the middle when

Jajuan Dawson (collarbone) and

he tried to make a cut and went

guard Jim Pyne (knee) were both

down without contact The injury

lost for the year In Week 2 against
Cincinnati.

was originally diagnosed as a
mid-foot sprain.

rusher this season. was placed on
injured reserve Tuesday with a
torn ligament in Ids left foot and
will miss the remainder of the
Browns'season.
"This is obviously very disappointing news." said coach Chris
Palmer. "Errict is a very good play er and one of our leaders. He is so
dedicated and sets a great example for everyone because of the
intensity and

A

said

TV Detmer, who suffered a sea-

Rhett was seeing a foot specialist

son-ending

to see if he needed surgery.
"It really hurts to lose him," said

injury during an exhibition game,

rookie

injured reserve — all on offense.

running

back

Travis

Achilles'

tendon

trie Browns have eight players on

Prentice, who will replace Rhett in

Prentice, a third-round pick

the starting lineup. "He had more

from Miami of Ohio, ran for 46

energy than the rest of us com-

yards on eight carries against the

bined. I'm just going to have to

Bengals. But since then his pro-

step it up."

duction has dropped dramatical -

If Rhett wasn't running Ihe ball,

work ethic he

exhibits on a consistent basis. We

Including backup quarterback

Browns spokesman

he was running his mouth. He

y as he's gained just 17 yards on
14 attempts.

will miss him. but Injuries are an

brought a much needed spark of

Last week against the Ravens'

unfortunate part of football."

enthusiasm and confidence to

No. 1 rushing. Prentice picked up

Rhett signed a three-year, $6

the young Browns, and in a short

just 13 yards on seven tries.

million free-agent contract during the offseason with the Browns

time had emerged as one of the
team's leaders.
"Errict was a guy who I enjoyed

after spending two seasons with
ihe Baltimore Ravens.

The Browns have not decided
how to fill their 53rd roster spot.
Jamel White,

picked

up

on

immensely," Palmer said. "He

waivers from Indianapolis at the

He was leading Cleveland with

came (o practice and he was

start of the season, will back up

258 yards rushing this season and

going to test you. He was going (o

Prentice.

was third on the team with 14
receptions for 78 yards when he

come to thai line every day and
make sure you were on your toes.

because of the uncertain status of

got hurt in the second quarter of

He was a fun guy to coach."

linebacker

Palmer

said

Monday

Lenqy

Jones,

that
the

ihe Browns' 12-0 loss to the
Ravens on Sunday.

Rhett is Cleveland's third offen-

Browns may want to add another

sive slarter to suffer a severe

linebacker before they bring in

Rhett caught a short pass from

injury this year. Wide receiver

another running back.

Associated Piess ftwto
HURT: Browns running back Errict Rhett is helped off the field Sunday after injuring his left foot.

Falcons win big Miller unsure fit UT next for BG
IMF. FROM PAGE 6

130-12. FROM PAGE 6
tries in a match, last set in 1997 by
wing
Kevin
Kline
against
Michigan
State.
A
former
Marietta College jnd Falcon wide
receiver. Mongold turned in the
equivalent of a 400 yard day as he
crossed the goal line seven times.
Mongold modestly credited his
teammates with setting up all of

in playing the best and losing to
the best."
In the second match, eight
man
Tim
Laubensheimer
crashed over the goal line three
times from short yardage while
fullback Andy Riddell. scrum half
Dusty Setmire and center Josh
Cline each scored a pair of tries.

his tries.
"IJust finished off what the others started," he said.
'Actually, I was very impressed
with his balance and his ability to
avoid the knockdown tackle."
Mazzarella said.
• Center Pete Cromly. who two
weeks ago tied the single game
scoring record, booted 15 conversion kicks to set a new mark in
that category.
Cromly also
punched over two tries to give
him 40 points on the day and 100
points over the last three games.
Also joining the scoring parade
were center Scott Mullins and
wing Tim Rieger with a hat trick
each, fullback Kurt Weaver and fly
half Chad Cunnigan with a pair
each and eight man Mike Hotz
with a solo try.
"I have to hand it to BG. they
certainly have an impressive program," said Wolverine coach Tom
Clark, who played for BC from
1991 to 1995. "There is no shame

Prop John Cauld lumbered 75
yards, dragging three defenders
Ihe last five yards over the goal
line and flanker Nick Thaxlon
scored his first try of Ihe year. Fry
half Jon Woodman, after suffering
through a horrible Miami game
where he went one of seven kicking, regained his aim and landed
10 of 11 conversion kicks.
The Falcons, now 12-1, head
back

lo

Mid-American

Conference play and travel to
Central Michigan Saturday to

TOLEDO, FROM PAGE 6

ly. is sloppy when it comes to
dressing and I have never seen
his hair combed. Dennis, it is
not that difficult! Heshouldnt
have to be told lo comb his hair
or to Mach 3 his face before a
national broadcast because
according to him he is taking
thisibroadcasting) seriously. If
he is" taking it seriously then
why did he decide lo wear two
lies during pre-game because
he couldn't decide on one?
That is not taking it seriously.
Marketing Miller on ABC's
Monday Night Football was an
intriguing idea. It has not
worked out in practice, however. Monday Nighl Football's
television ratings are still down
from last year, showing that
Miller is no Howard Cosell.
The impact ABC had hoped
for with the hiringof Miller has
not panned out They figured a
big name celebrity would be

the answer to all their problems. Miller was not the messiah that would bring people to
the gridiron at & ;>.m. on
Mondays.
The overall problem of
Miller's presence in Ihe booth is
that it has turned Ihe once
superior Michaels into a
warped out version of Ed
McMahon, playing off of
Miller's Johnny Carson. It turns
out Dan Fouls has been forced
lo pick up the slack of Miller's
ineffectiveness and has done a
more than suitable job at it
I have come to a solution:
ABC should take a real close
look at Miller's lack of skill
because as I see it. Miller Time
is Thursday nights al Uptown,
not Monday nighls on ABC.
fowl@bgnct .bgsu.edu

make up a match postponed earlier in the season.
"This one will not be a cake-

whole reason for existing on this
planet is lo beat us. We've got to
come down from our high and be
in your face'

Hey Girls!!!!
Recruitment is Tonight!
Come visit the sisters of

rugby."

When You Absolutely, Positively
Want a Better Job...

FedEx

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
And see what sisterhood is all about!
Tuesday 10/3
8-8:45 and 9-9:45
and
Wednesday 10/4
8-8:45 and 9-9:45

See^ou there!

Ground

Offers
♦ Yew-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs.. 5 Days A WBek
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Paid Training
♦ Advancement Opport.unrties
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$9.00
♦ $.50 Raise After 90 Days
♦ Great Work-Out

$050

°to$Q00

5 Shifts
to Choose
From

Interviews
Tomorrow
11-3 Career Services
Call 372-9294 for
appointment ■

♦ Night
(11:30pm to 4:30am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

♦ IWJfJM
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Tues-Sat
$9.00/hr

♦Hex

(2:00pm to 7:O0pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr

♦ Iwillabi

(7:00pm to 11:30pm)
MorvFrl"

Scholar-Athlete of the Week.
The Kalida, Ohio native came
in off the bench to help lead the
Falcons to a 2-0 record last
weekend. Vorst collected eight
kills and no errors in 12 attempts
against Marshall.
She currently holds a 3.73
cumulative grade point average
as a communication disorders
major.
Standing strong
With a 9-4 record overall. 2-2
in the MAC, BG is currently tied
for second place in the MAC
Eastern Division, two games
behind the 4-0 Ohio Bobcats.
Van De Walle believes positioning could quickly change for the
Falcons to move up.
"The records are all based on
teams you've played first." Van
De Walle said. "It just was the
luck of the draw that we had Ball
State and Akron first (two of the
best MAC teams). If we would
have had teams falling from the
bottom first, then we might have
been in first right now."

communication, it s our goal.
help us achieve It by letting us know what
you think.
wwwJignews.com

walk," said Mazzarella. "Their

ready for some

more against Marshall. The
vocal 6-foot intimidator on the
year is hitting .321 with 4.21 kills
per game, leading BG in both
categories. Last week she was
fourth in the country in blocks
per game.
After picking up the MAC
Defensive Player of the Week
award for the first time in week
one, Norn's has done it again.
Norris, a 5-foot-10-inch left-side
hitter, nearly marked six digs per
game over the weekend. Norris
had match high totals of 27 digs
vs. KSU and 20 vs. Marshall.
She was ranked fifth in the
country before the weekend
averaging 4.49 digs per game.
Now her average is up to 4.71.
The national leader statistic
come out today and Norris is
certainly looking to move up.
But wait, there's more.
Not only were the Falcons
honored for their work on the
court, but off the court as well.
Junior left-side hitter Amber
Vorst was named the MAC

$8.50/hr

♦ EMfitJL
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$9.00/hr

N

#1

Wholesal&tiNutrition
retail
up to
Address: t40 East
Wooster, BG-Next to
BW-3's

one* 352-1500
mail:
Onenutrltlon@hotmail.coml

HP.S"

We're Easy
to Find

|FnlE. Groundlj

AnponH»y

FedEx
Ground

650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy)

1-800-582-3577
Call Today!

Attention BGSU Faculty, Staff and Students - Let us
help you get the body you've always wanted with
a variety of products from the names you trust;
EAS... MuscleTech... ProLab... SportsPharma...
CytodyneTechnologles... and many more...

Bring in your BGSU

MtAJL
and mineral lompku

J68 99
Cynid)!*
HI 99
Xet«dmt
Plui gtt* dtah oa Cywpro and Cytnpic:
B*tM«fi < *> wmitfi)
HMBHMcapa)

CVIITtvMJJM
Hvdm.ycuU 110*140}
Dcugncr Proatin

S2S99
U7.99
M9 99
»S 99 & JS2 49
$27.1

Vfc aim tarry r inntiv* prudtfct linei from
ProLah Tw.oLah. Lafvada. mn-Ri. Wortd
WKV Spurn Nutnimn

ID and receive
10% OFF your
purchase. That
includes students,
faculty and staff.
• ilh Whey Praam •

' U499
111.99
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NHL ready for new year
BylraPodefl

teams, including expansion
clubs Columbus and Minnesota,
will play by Saturday.
Minnesota is back in the
league for the first time since the
North Stars packed up for Dallas
after the 1992-93 season. The
Wild start out with a two-game
road trip that will take them to
Anaheim on Friday and Phoenix
on Saturday. Minnesota will play
its first home game on Oct. 11
against Philadelphia.
The Blue Jackets play their first
game Saturday night when the
Chicago Blackhawks come to
Columbus.
The additions of Minnesota
and Columbus conclude the latest round of expansion, which
also brought Atlanta and
Nashville into the league in the
past two seasons. Since the first
expansion in 1967, the NHL has
grown from the "Original Six"
franchises to 30.
While commissioner Gary
Bettman welcomes Minnesota
back. New York will cheer the
return of its captain Messier to
the Rangers when they play their
home opener Oct. 11, Just as

AP SPOBIS WIIIIEI)

The first puck of tlie NHL season drops in Dallas — the same
place last season came to a sudden end.
Less than four months after
New Jerseys Jason Arnott beat
Dallas goalie Ed Belfour in double overtime to win the Stanley
Cup. Reunion Arena welcomes
the Colorado Avalanche, the
team the Stars beat to advance to
the finals the last two seasons
The Stars and Avalanche, who
battled through consecutive
seven-game Western Conference
finals, will play the NHL opener
Wednesday night — the only
game on the schedule. It will start
a season in which Minnesota
and Columbus joiti the league
and Mark Messier comes back to
the New York Rangers.
The NHL resumes a regular
schedule on Thursday, with
Ottawa at Boston. Chicago at
Buffalo,
Vancouver
at
Philadelphia, Detroit at Calgary
and St. Louis at Phoenix. All 30

^',-

when Messier first came to New
York, the Rangers will be on the
road for a game (Saturday at
Atlanta) before No. 11 can pull on
his home white jersey.
Amott's sudden-death goal in
Game 6 of the Cup finals ended
Dallas' hope of repeating as
league champion. The Devils
begin their quest for two straight
titles when they raise their cham pionship banner at home
against the Montreal Canadiens.
owners of 23 Stanley Cups, on
Friday night.
Nashville and Pittsburgh open
with a two-game series in Japan
on Friday and Saturday at midnight (EDT).
Seven new coaches will begin
new jobs this week: Alpo
Suhonen (Chicago), Don Hay
(Calgary),
Dave
King
(Columbus), Craig MacTavish
(Edmonton). Jacques Lemaire
(Minnesota). Ron Low (Rangers)
and Ivan 11 link a (Pittsburgh).
The Boston Bruins will open a
season without Ray Bourque for
the first time since he was a rookie in 1979. Bourque re-signed
with the Avalanche after he was

dealt by the Bruins late last season so he could have a chance to
win his first championship ring.
The Avalanche start a countdown on opening night as goalie
Patrick Roy needs only four victories to reach 448 and break
Terry Sawchuk's career victory
record.
The NHL will use the two-referee system in all 1,230 games
this season, but linesmen no
longer will call double-minor,
instigator or checking-frombehind penalties.
"We have revamped our standards of enforcement lor slashing and obstruction." Bettman
said. "We have heightened our
commitment to reducing hits to
the head and hits from behind."
And gone is the regulation tie.
but in name only. A point will still
be earned for reaching overtime,
a loss in the extra five-minute
session will simply be know as an
overtime loss.
"We have revised the standings format so hopefully it is
more fan-friendly," Bettman
said. "We did a lot of fine-tuning
over the summer."
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Postseason Baseball
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
DIVISION SERIES
American League
Chicago vs. Seattle
Tuesday, Oct. 3
Seattle (Garcia 9-5) at Chicago (Parque 13-6), 407 pm. (ESPN)
Wednesday, Oct. 4
Seattle (Abbott 9-7) at Chicago (Sirotka 15-10), 107 p.m. (ESPN)
Friday, Oct 6
Chicago (Baldwin 14-7) at Seattle (Sele 17-10), 4:07 p.m. (ESPN)
Saturday. Oct. 7
Chicago at Seattle. 4:18p.m. (FOX), if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 8
Seattle at Chicago, 407 p.m. (ESPN) or 8 p.m. (FOX), if necessary (8
p.m. if Giants-Mets and Athletics-Yankees are over)
Oakland vs. New York
Tuesday. Oct. 3
New York (Clemens 13-8) at Oakland (Heredia 15-11), 8:08 pm
(NBC)
Wednesday, Oct. 4
New York (Pettitte 19-9) at Oakland (Appier 15-11), 8:18 pm. (FOX)
Friday, Oct. 6
Oakland (Hudson 20-6) at New York (Hernandez 12-13), 8:08 p.m.
(NBC)
Saturday, Oct. 7
Oakland at New York, 7:38 p.m. (NBC) or 107 p.m (ESPN), if races
sary (becomes day game If series is 2-0 after two games)
Sunday, Oct. 8
New York at Oakland, 8 pm. (FOX), if necessary
National League
San Frandsco vs. New York
Wednesday. Oct. 4
New York (Hampton 15-10) at San Francisco (Hernandez 17-11). 4:07
p.m. ttbFN)
Thursday, Oct. 5
New York (Leiter 16-8) at San Francisco (Estes 15-6), 8:18 p.m. (FOX)
Saturday. Oct. 7
San Francisco (Ortiz 13-12) at New York (Reed 11-5), 107 p.m. (ESPN)
or4:18p.m. (FOX) ot 7:38 p.m. (NBC) (becomes night game if AthleticsYankees is 2-0 after two games; becomes 4:18 p.m. if Athletics-Yankees
1 -1 after two games and White Sox-Mariners is a sweep)
Sunday, Oct. 8
San Francisco at New York, 4:07 p.m. (ESPN) or 8 p.m. (FOX), if necessary (becomes night game if Athletics-Yankees is over)
Monday, Oct. 9
New York at San Francisco, 8:18 p.m. (FOX), if necessary

^

St. Louis vs. Atlanta
Tuesday, Oct. 3

Atlanta (Maddux 19-9) at St Louis (Ankiel 11 -7), 107 p.m. (ESPN)
Thursday. Oct. 5
Atlanta (Glavine 21-9) at St. Louis (Kile 20-9), 4:07 p.m. (ESPN)
Saturday, Oct. 7
St. Louis (Stephenson 16-9. An.Uenes 12-9 or Hentgen 15-12) at
Atlanta (Ashby 12-13), 1:07 p.m. (ESPN) or 4:18 p.m. (FOX) (becomes
4:18 p.m. if Athletics Yankees is 20 after two games and White SoxMariners is sweep)
Sunday, Oct. 8
St. Louis at Atlanta. 107 p.m. (ESPN), if necessary (becomes night
game if all other series are over)

wm

>

1

?

Monday, Oct. 9

Atlanta at St. Louis, 4:07 pm. (ESPN) or 8:18 p.m. (FOX), if necessary
(becomes night game if Giants-Mets is over)
taodattdntssFhoio

JACKETS: Blue Jackets' Serge Aubin, right, fights for the puck with
Pittsburgh Penguins' Jan Hrdina during a preseason game.

Associated Press Photo

ON TRIAL: Marty McSorley walks towards a British Columbia
court McSorley's past behavior has given the NHL bad press
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AMBASSADORS
D o w 1 i T g

green

state

university

Looking lo join a great campus organization?

NEWS

BOWLING QBEEN

Cable Channel 6

University Ambassadors has what you want:
leadership, campus involvement, community service, planning events,
building friendships and having fun all at the same time!

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at

Come see what we're all about!

Join us for a cook out
Wednesday, October 4 7:30 pm
at the Mileti Alumni Center, across from Harshman
fill out an application at the cook out and turn them m early

Reminder: deadline for applications is Friday, October 6 at 5:00pm. at Mileti

\pc cm
Wednesday, October 1th
At 730p.m. in
211 South fiall
--

■

!

"

.

I

!

10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source
j

O Log on
www.campusi.com

Q Enter existing
email address.

0 Click.
""

Free \[Z
' ,
| Bring A
\ „ ,. Resume! , New
., . „
Fond' ii ..Hmideri
-i i I roou.
peop|,e!. | ■$1 rrienu! t

► Cast) In
Earn $150+ in minutes @

CAMPUSI.COM
Check school email Anywhere!

—

P

LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
(NBC)
Tuesday, Oct. 10

Oakland-New York winner at Chicago OR Seattle at Oakland-New
York winner, 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 11
Oakland-New York winner at Chicago OR Seattle at Oakland-New
York winner. 4:15 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 13
Chicago at Oakland New York winner OR Oakland New York winner
at Seattle. 8:15 p.m.
Saturday. Oct. 14
Chicago at Oakland-New York winner OR Oakland - New York winner
at Seattle. 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 15
Chicago at Oakland-New York winner OR Oakland- New York winner
at Seattle. 4:15 p.m.. If necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 17

Oakland-New York winner at Chicago OR Seattle at Oakland-New
York winner, 8:15 p.m., if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Oakland-New York winner at Chicago OR Seattle at Oakland-New
York winner. 8:15 pm, if necessary
National League
(FOX)
Wednesday, Oct. 11
St. Louis-A' lanta winner at San Francisco OR New York at Atlanta-.' •.
Louis winner. 8:18 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 12
St. Louis-Atlanta winner at San Francisco OR New York at Atlanta-St.
Louis winner. 8:18 pm.
Saturday, Oct. 14
San Francisco at St. Louis-Atlanta winner OR St. Louis-Atlanta winner at New York, 4:18p.m.
Sunday. Oct. 15
San Francisco at St. Louis-Atlanta winner OR St. Louis-Atlanta ■ vinner at New York, 8 pm
Monday, Oct. 16
San Francisco at St. Louis-Atlanta winner OR St. Louis-Atlanta winner at New York, 8:18 p.m., if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 18
St. Louis-At lanta winner at San Francisco OR New York at Atlanta St
Louis winner, 4:18 pm, if necessary
Thursday, Oct. 19
St. Louis-Atlanta winner at San Francisco OR New York at Atlanta-St.
Louis winner. 8:18 pm. if necessary
WORLD SERIES
(FOX)
Saturday, Oct. 21
National League at American League, 8 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 22

NLatAL,8p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 24
AL at NL, 8:18 p.m.
Wednesday. Oct. 25
ALatNL,8:18p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 26
AL at NL, 8:18 p.m., if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 28
NL at AL, 8 pm., if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 29

NL at AL, 8 pm. EST, If necessary
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Classified Ads
372-6977
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Personals

Help Wanted

"Attention"
Student Teachers teaching Spnng
2001: Get your required PPD
(TB Skin Test) at the Student Health
Service Cost is $8 00 (bursarable)
Last names starting with J-R
Mon. Oct. 9, 5-6:30pm
Last names starting with S-Z
Tues, Oct. 24. 5-6:30pm

Aerobics Instructors
The St. James Club and Aquarius
Athletic Club has openings for
experienced Aerobic Instructors.
Great benefits and pay. Call
1-419-841-5597 (Rick).

Ifnd »!>/•* 'aimfial «nf*l. 'K

Ihf BG ■--. -f rft-c. Ihr p.,I. W *alHW J.-..-I,
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Campus Events
Come meet the sisters ot
Sigma Kappa on Wed, Oct. 4
from 8-8*45pm or 9-9:45pm
to see what sisterhood is all about!
EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
Thursday, October 5, 2000
11:00am 3:00pm
Saddlemlre Student
Service* Forum
Ne«d CASH for the holidays?
HOLIDAY HIRING OPEN HOUSE!
October 23-26, 1 00-5:00pm
300 Saddlemire Building
For BQSU students seeking
oH-campus employment.
Watch lor details!
Sponsored by Career Services

Travel
#111 Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Oays
$279! Includes Meals, Parties! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
Florida! Get Group - Go Free!!
spnngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
#111 Spnng Break Specials! Cancun & Jamaica $389! Air, Hotel.
Free Meals, Dnnks! Award Winning
Company! Gnt Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
spri n gbreaktra vel. com
1-800-678-6366
GO DIRECT! Internet-based company ottering WHOLESALE Spnng
Break packages' Call 1-800-3671252 or www spnngbreakdirect.com.

A<t» A4> AO A4> A<t> A<D
Congratulations to Heather Pitchford
on your pearling to Joe Lyons.
Love, your littles Lisa and Kami
A4> A«J> A«t> A* A* A4»
Break your walls within ours.
Guilt from an abortion doesn't
have to be forever. Share your
secret during a confidential
appointment with a trained
counselor who cares. 354-HOPE.
Build Self Esteem
Become more assertive
Reduce stress
Join the Women's WeNness Group
Forming Now!
Meeting Thurs. beginning Oct. 12
Call Carrie at the WeNness
Connection, 372-9355.
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY
RACE DAY CHANGED TO FRIDAY, OCT. 20. ENTRY DEADLINE
EXTENDED TO OCT. 11.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M
FLAG FOOTBALL-OCT. 4. ICE
HOCKEY-OCT. 5
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFIClALS NEEDED MUST BE USA
CERTIFIED CONTACT IM OFFICE
AT 2-2464
Open Mic Nile
Wednesdays @ Brewster's
Sign-up stan at 8.00, 353-6912
Music, comedy, stupid human tricks
Import SpeciatGuiness, Sierra Nevada
Pregnant? Get Tested
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC
Turning Points
An informal discussion group about
eating disorders, weight issues &
normal eating Beginning Tuesday,
October 24 (runs 8 weeks).
10 30am-12:00pm
To register call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by the Counseling
Center and the
Studenl Health Center

SPRING BREAK 3M1
Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
Barbados, Bahamas Now hiring
campus reps Earn 2 free trips
Free meals book by Nov. 2nd Call
tor FREE info pack or visit on-line
sunspJashtojrs.com
1-800-4 ;-6-7?10
Spnng Break reps needed to promote campus trips Earn $travel free
No cost We train you 1-800-367
1252 or www spnngbreakdirect.com

Babysitter needed immediately, 2430 hours a week. 352-3848
Babysitter needed in our home for a
foddler 4 days a week. Please call
419-539-7065 Southwyck area.
CHILD CARE ADMINISTRATOR
and TEACHERS
Responsible for the supervision and
management of a before and/or after school program for school-age
children Must have education or
training m child development/early
childhood education. Experience in
supervising school-age children preferred. Need valid driver's license
and reliable transportation Part-time
position with competitive wages.
Come to the East Toledo Family
Center. 1020 Vartand Ave to fill out
an application or call Scott Michaelis
at 419-691 -1429 extension 149 or
Lisa Black, extension 152.

Babysitter needed in BG home. 3
mornings a week, 7:30am to
12:30pm Call 833-5132.
Behavior Specialist-provide behavioral treatment to seriously emotionally disturbed children and adolescents in a crisis stabilization setting.
Knowledge of behavioral principles
and interventions preferred. Experience with children/adolescents important. One full-time position, mostly afternoon/evening hours (salary
range: $18,500-24,000 plus an additional $500 for weekend work). One
part-time position-mtd-mght to 8am
shift, two days per week (salary
range: $8.89 to 9.62 per hour). Send
resume to CRC. PO Box 738. Bowling Green, OH 43402.

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work hore. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hcur increase to $5 55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00arn and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC., 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

CALL CENTER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
SEASONAL $7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and
part-time seasonal Service Representatives to input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order. Positions are also open for clericals and
mail order processors. $.50 per hour
increaso after customer service
training Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shirts, during the week and on
weekends. Must have computer and
typing skills. We offer attendance incentives, 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision. Apply in person Mon Fri , 9am-7pm, & Sat., 10am-2pm,
Hickory Farms Corporate Office,
1505 Holland Rd.. Maumee, OH,
EOE.

General Office Assistant for the
off-campus program. Duties include: answering phones; processing and formulating reports;
setting up record and notebooks
and files; and photocopying. Must
be proficient in Word and Excel.
Looking for an individual who is a
self-starter, motivated, and possesses excellent organizational
and communication skills. Must
be available Friday afternoons.
$5.90 per hour, 10 hours/week.
Resume and two letters of recommendation required for Interview.
Call Mary Hennlngs, 372-8181 for
appointment. Application deadline October 6,2000.

CHALLENGE COURSE
FACILITATORS
Some one to instruct team-building
activities tor children and youth. At
least 18 years old. Indoor and outdoor courses including an indoor
climbing wall. $7.00-510.00 per hour
based on experience. Training is
available for motivated individuals
with relaled experience.

Lawn maintenance positions avail.
Part & Full-Time
Call Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM
INSTRUCTORS
Red Cross Certified lifeguards to
guard pool and teach swim lessons
$7.25-$9.00 per hour.

Wanted
1 rmte wanted in 2 bdrm apt Own
room, new carpet, close to campus
Call for more info, 354-4372, Jessica.
1 roommate, male or female, own
room. 2 bedroom house, near
Franklin Park Mall in Toledo. Call
Kevin (419) 475-9303

Personals

Needed. 1 female subleaser ASAP
until May 17. Own room, spacious
For information please call 3534179 ask for AJIIfOfl

1 month unlimited tanning, $25
2 month unlimited tanning. $40
352-7889

Subleaser needed for a 2 bdrm. apl.
Allows pets Dishwasher. AC Call
Jessica 354-6531 after 5pm.

For Sale

Help Wanted

1984 Volkswagon Vanagon Camp-

Needed Ass't lo Maumee glass
blower artist. Daytime hrs. w/some
evening flexibility $7.25 rate hrly.
Prof, an student but nol essential.
Will train «/1 yr. commitment. Aid
artist in actual blowing, variety of
odd jobs to prepare for art shows,
travel opportunities Guaranteed 20
hrs. per week. Call 419-382-7645.

er, stove, sink, fridge. $3,000 obo
354-9720
1991 Geo Metro, under 70,000
miles, asking $1200 obo Call Beth,
352-5382
1993 Eagle Talon TSI, AWD, turbo,
$5900 352-0962

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and Sub positions available ranging from 29.5 to
74 5 hours biweekly Salary is
$7.55/hour for first 90 days, thereafter beginning al $10 24/hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma or GED required: no experience necessary. Positions available
in Bowling Green, Portage. Perrysburg. and Walbndge areas. Interested persons may obtain an application packet from Wood County
Board of MR/OD. 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd., Bowling Green. Enl. B.

Raise $1600-$7000 i Get FREE
Caps, T-shirts & Phone Cards! This
one week fundraiser requires no investment and a small ami ol time
from you or your club. Qualified callers receive a free gift just for calling
Call today-1 -800-808-7442 x 80
SOWK, Psych, and Gero majors
Looking for a job to enhance your
resume? 8G Manor has an act.
asst. position open. Hrs. ind M, W,
F 9:30-5:00, and every other Saturday Please call w/?'s or if interested. 352-4694. Ask lor Angela or
stop in to fill out app. 1021 W Poe
Rd EOE

You're invited lojoin faculty and alumni of *
the College of Arts & Sciences for a special October 7
Homecoming prc-gamc celebration. It's a great opportunity to chat with alumni and faculty and grab a bite to
cat before the big game with Akron. Look for our tent
on the eastside of the stadium. Join us from 11:30-1:00
for grilled bratwurst, chips, pop and cookies. We will
have a special gift just for you so please RSVP to
372-2340 or e-mail mjhitl^bgnet.bgsu.edu.

September 2T*
and 2S*

HP Pavilion 15" monitor Built in mic,
2 yrs old Polk-audio spkrs $125
419-824-0882. Leave message.

1. 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
$430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
313 N, Main St Apt «1unfum etficiency, all utilities furnished (except
phone or cable). Rent 4310.00
month
505 Clough SI Apt. B 22-2 BR unfurn. apt. $540 007m o Tenants pay
gas and electric.
849 Napoleon Rd. Apt »28-unturn
2 BR apt $425.00/mo. Tenants pay
gas and electric.
NO PETS! DEPOSITS EQUAL TO
ONE MONTHS RENT
Call John Newlove Real Estate 3542260
WANTED ASAP: 1 subleaser for
apartment in Hillsdale. Own spacious room!! Just $190 a month, uti!
ities extra. Lease through Aug.
2001. Please call 352-6142, ask for
Brandi.

1992 Chevy Prizm
4 DR, A/T. A/C
63K, Only 4995
353-8810

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166
PISRN€LLO'S
FR« DELIV6RV

203 N. Main

$4.50 Minimum

352-5166

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • lunch Fri. -Sat. -Sun

'CFKfcSE ANY 2
• 7" 1 Item pizza or calzone
■ 5 Reg. Breadslicks

FOR $5.50

• Small Sub

OR

• 10 Wings
1

3/$8

6 Mozzarella Cheese
Slicks

• 6 Chicken Fingers

FREE DELIVERY !

Tuesday & Thursday: \vs/y
12:30-5:30pm
V*^
Concmrnttd mboul your cholesterol?
Stop by the Fitwell Center end get your
cholesterol checked. This service is free to Rec
Sports members lone screening per year).

.

Voted Rest Pizza 8urs In R flouil

e i\'«t> l\<l> l\U> l\'<t> hi* l\<t> W* IN* W<X> 1\<I> 1\<I>£

Monday & Wednesday:
2:30-5:30pm
FITWEU

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds! 0 down. 24 mo. al 19.9%.
For listings 1-800-319-3323 ex14558

For Rent

1987 Nissan Pulsar NX
AH-, T. Tops
73K. Only 2995
353-8810

bring a friend.

Fitwell Center Fall 2000 Hours

Only 5995
353-8810

MAN'S GOLD RING
14 Caral, 5 round diamonds, $125.
Call 353-3360

For Sale

Dress casual ana

FITWELL CENTER

Grtat Buy
1995 Honda Civic LX
4 DR, A/T, A/C

353-7715

At the Phi Mu House

INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES

For sale-27" Phillips/Magnavox Television with remote control, almost
new. $250. Also. Phillips/Magnavox
4-head VCR with remote, same condition as television, $100, or both for
$300. Call 372-4563

Telephone interviewing. No sales
Flexible scheduling. Relaxed atmosphere. In Perrysburg Up lo $7.00
hour depending on skills. 874-9541.

8:00 PM - 8:45 PM
and
9:00 PM ■ 9:45 PM

lwww.bg s u .edu/recsports

4 Pearl Jam tickets for Oct 7 ® the
Palace of Auburn Hills Call 419308-3038

Telemarketing, now hiring, full/parttime, guaranteed houdy rate, average earnings $8 an hour, 2 blocks
Irom campus, call Christie at 3538705

■M «DM <I»M <J>M <DM OM <DM d>M *M <4>M «DM «DM

81
S Join the sisters of Phi Mu
for a night of fun at Open
Recruitment!

1997 Suzuki Maurader, new Hartey
sounding exhaust, 1900 miles, very
clean. Musi sell $5000 lirm Call
352-1294, ask for Chad.

Monday-Friday. 8:00am-4 30pm
EOE

Par! or full-time sorters or cleaners.
$7.50 hr Walking distance from
campus Apply in person at 441 Pike
St.

It's an Arts & Sciences FLOCK PARTY!

Donald G. Nieman, Dean

Need extra money? Still in
school? Have we got the job for
you $7.50 to start, $7.72 after 30
days Two shifts to choose from;
6:30am-11 30am or noon to 5pm. 4
or 5 days per week. We can even be
more flexible to accommodate your
schedules. 10 minutes from Bowling
Green near Weston. Apply in person
at 20584 Long Judson Rd. Call 8321641 for directions.

Both positions are part time with
fluctuating hours. If interested,
please contact John Bent? (Program
Director) at 243-7255 or apply at the
Catholic Club at 1601 Jefferson Ave
Toledo OH

ATTENTION SENIORS -

Hope to sec you there!

Help Wanted

352-5166

bV
203 N. MAIN
Not Valid With Any Other Offer • Expires 12/31/00 f

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

If hand di-livor'ng. duo t>v 3:00pm to 130 Petty Field
House If MMiflQ electronicalh/. entries are due by noon.

Whitewater Rafting Trip
Sunday, Oct. 15
$135 (students/
members); $150
-WJ
{non-membersK-r-^f
!
Registration
<T^
Deadlina: Wednesday. Oct. 20 at noon
in the SRC Main Office

Data:
Coat:

SPORT CLUBS
Men'* Rugby versus Grand Valley
Saturday. October 7 at t.COpm
. College Park Rugby Field

"<>■■• ^...Kn^i-v'

Men's Rugby versus Ohio Northern
Saturday, October 7 at 3:00pm
College Park Rugby Field
Woman's Rugby versus Grand Valley
Saturday, October 7 at 10:00am
College Park Rugby Field

;
;
I
;
;
!
!

Night Hike and Biking
Date:
Wod. Oct. 11
Time:
7:S0-9:00pm
Coat:
$3
Registration
Deadline: Wed., Oct. 6 at noon in the
SRC Main Office

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January 3-9, 2001

[Look no further
than Kaufman's Steakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia
Games!]

Trip Includes:
6 niohll lodging
4 out ol 5 days lift tickets
airfare from Detroit
transportation to ski
reeort
and much more...
"purchase this trip and
receive a half-day
skung free

Steamboat Ski Area, CO

♦Hfllill'H*
Where great food is
anything but trivial

For more info
about any ol theso
programs, please
call
372 2711

Cottxm nol naM • |inl uk>
Groar. PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • CALZONES
REG STUFFED* CHEESY BROSTX
POTATO SK*iS • CHEESE CAKE

Call 2-2790 or email bcavins@bgnet
for more information.

,.v_
v~'

cosocesa?
D03ECD

LB3E0D *&
October 31, 2000
Student- Rec center
3:OOpm-ll:OOpm

RUUAVS IOOKIMG FOA NCUJ TAICMT1

$5.00 OFF ;
ADMISSION!
WITH COUPON

_ ov. i»f»2/£0_*? _

'

" COMING IN~N O V... '

RON
JCRCMV
AS GUCST MC
IT'S THC KINKIEST
SHOW AROUND!
MON- $10 DflNCCS
TIM- t-4-1 DUN CCS
UKD-AMATCUft NIGHT

HflUOWCCN
BASH!!
OCT. 31ST
iss s. avrtNc «D. TOMDO SSI oo7t

FREE
Gas!

RECEIVE UP TO $10 FREE GAS
PER VISIT BY SHOPPING AT MEIJER!
Offer valid and redeemable Oct. 6- Oct. 8,2000 only!

Ml'ljlK
CTSTOMCOITON
AVAILABLE ATCHKKOIT

(hxckkloi 1 .u".i\v.iy, limi-ry, 1 >csk Services. Ioku.vo.uut Alcohol |nin.ruso,)

It's Simple:
Save $1 on gas for every S20*
spent. Maximum S10 gas coupon
per visit (NO CASH BACK on
gas purchase with coupon).
'After coupons tuvc txvn dcxliictul. KtccipB
cmnoi be combined to increase noL

WSS&m

MMMJBg^'^WH^fcBWtitt

A Single Store.

A Million Reasons.

45£

Save1

-"X

FOR

Chiquita Banana
Quite Possibly the World's Perfect
Food. Available every day at Meij

vw-•v^*

am & Water Produ
ook's Bone In Shank
Portion Smoked Ham

7up, RC and
Diet Rite
2 liter bottles.
Limit 4 total. Additional
items at regular price.
'■/

2H*3,K
V .. '
ttiiwHa&fZ

K^SBSeSS
-':'

';"■-■■

"-■■

Any Style Football In Stock

OFF

Sporting Goods

We Match

Competitors'

i*

Ad Prices

^9

For any identical Items in stock. Just bring
their current ad to the checkout with your
intended purchase!
Exception: Meat, Produce And Deli
7-_
'-ttS

Si lex tasy
Easy Press
Proctor biiex
Kress Lightweight Ir
Iron
Excellent steam performance Adjustable steam.
stearr Water window,
light No. 17300
stay-away pivoting cord, on-off indicator liaht.

BECAUSE WHEN IT COMES TO
MEIJER QUALITY & SIZE
THERE IS HO COMPARISON.
<&

Ofloi iitfcjOt* "W^tiCurti dCtibWand t"PW coupon* ei«'*r<«,p»'(«rtfrjH drVOurttS. ID*»\ IrfMffl QUIflimtS tri B"il»0 0Ut-0l OuviHll UWI

VISIT MEIJER ON THE
INTERNET!
www.meijer.com

<40

Any Men's College/Pro Apparel
OFF

uuuuie
Double

Coupons
UUUIJUII^

up to

Bowling Green
1-75 (Exit
181)' &E. Wooster
'

BOWLING GREEN You can gel double coupon savings this week at Meijer. Bring in your manufacturers 50c
oil' or less coupons and get double the savings (not lo include retailer, cigarelle/lobacco products. Meijer Prices good 6 a.m. Wednesday, October 4,
Custom coupons, "tree" or coupons exceeding the item value). You must purchase the products in sizes and thru Saturday, October 7, 2000
guantities specilied. Limit one coupon lor any particular item. Additional coupons lor identical items will be at location listed
redeemed at lace value.
•
,„,„.,„„,
,„Brt
«,.,„„„„,,„„„„,.„„„,„
„ lo normal
,,,
Some
itemsm
may
only,„.,„,.„,...„„„„,.,,„,..,
be available by special order We
reserve the right lo limit quantities
CHARGE ANYTHING IN THE STORE

, O ^^ S S

retail purchases no sales lo dealers institutions or distributors All percentage savings are taken Irom
'pgular prices unless otherwise staled television screens, are diagonally measured Furniture may
require some assembly layaway not available al all stores

